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As an artist I always loved making and wearing jewelry. I have created jewelry out of every 
medium I ever worked in, be it crochet, paper, glass or metal. I am a eclectic jeweler, 
working in many mediums. Glass was my first jewelry passion, which led me to metal clay, 
then on to metals and now enamels. I have come full circle, glass to metal and now 
enameling, glass on metal.

Enameling is the process of adding and firing layers of glass onto metal. I design and 
fabricate the metal piece then sift layers of powdered enamels on to create colors. Each 
layer is fired, and then more layers are added. The initial enamel layers are opaque, 
followed by translucent colors, which add shading and enhancement to the overall colors. 
Fabrication is the process of moving flat metal sheet and wire into a form. The metal pieces 
are cut, sawed, hammered, soldered, molded, textured and patinated to create forms with 
dimension and shape. 

Metal clay is metal ground very fine and mixed with a binder and water creating a clay. 
These clays are soft and can be molded and shaped much like modeling clay and then fired 
to burn off the binder and become pure metal. The original clays were pure silver but today 
there are sterling, copper, bronze and steel clays. This medium is so fun and can be done 
at your kitchen table with a few simple tools. These clays are a green product as they are 
made from recycled metals.

I love making jewelry as well as trying new mediums. Sharing my knowledge in local 
classes is something else I enjoy. I teach at both my studio and other local venues. If you 
would like to join my classes, you can find information about them at www.judypag.com.


